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Tuberculosis
BSE Prion
Coxiella Q fever
Cholera
Cyclospora
H7N9 Influenza
Bacterial Meningitis
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Hantavirus

Viruses

HIV
Influenza
Rhino and Adeno “colds”
Dengue
Hantavirus
Herpesviruses
Norovirus
Mumps
Measles
Rubella
Polio
Ebola and Marburg
Lassa
SARS Coronavirus
MERS Coronavirus
Hepatitis A,B,C,D,E
Papillomaviruses
Parvovirus B19
Rabies
West Nile
Yellow Fever

Infectious diseases, particularly some of those caused by
bacteria or viruses, have repeatedly played major roles in
human history.
While bacteria are single-celled organisms able to reproduce if
they have the proper nutrients and environment, viruses are
molecular superstructures that are on the borderline of life.
Virus “particles” are able to reproduce very rapidly but only when
they are inside susceptible host cells.
Today, we will look at an overview of virus particle structures,
how viruses replicate, and how they can show significant
evolutionary change over relatively short time scales.

20’th Century Electron Micrographs of Four Viruses

A. Bacteriophage
T4
B. Potato virus X
C. Adenovirus

D. Influenza virus
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(d) Bacteriophage T4

Phages are numerically the most prevalent biological entities on earth. Most known phages are tailed,
somewhat like T4, but some phages have structures more similar to the viruses shown in a, b, & c.

21’st Century: Cryo-electron microscopy and 3D image reconstruction
Example 1: Poliovirus

Levy et al., 84(9):4426-4441

21’st Century: Cryo-electron microscopy and 3D image reconstruction

Example 2: Norovirus

Katpally et al., 84(11):5836-5841

21’st Century: Cryo-electron microscopy
and 3D image reconstruction. Example 3.

“Tailed phages are genome delivery
machines exhibiting unequaled
efficiency acquired over more than 3
billion years of evolution.”

Assembled complete
structure of the
TP901-1 phage.

“They are the most abundant
biological entity on earth, with an
estimated 1031 tailed phages in the
biosphere.”

Bebeacua et al. J. Virol.
2013; 87:1061-1068

Properties and Reproduction of Viruses
Properties of Animal Viruses
Enveloped or non-enveloped.
Variety of entry mechanisms.
Shown here is the
simplest possible
virus replication cycle.
No real viruses are
this simple. The list
on the right indicates
some of the
complexities and
variety seen in the
viruses that infect
animals, including us.

Genome can be DNA or RNA.
Number of genes from about 5 to
over 100.
Genome replication in nucleus or
cytoplasm.

Replication and transcription
usually by viral enzymes.
Translation by cellular ribosomes.

Variety of assembly mechanisms.
Release by cell lysis or by budding.

One example of virus
evolution during the
20’th century

HIV-1 “M group”
evolution since
~ 1930
HIV has undergone rapid
evolutionary divergence since
its introduction into humans
from chimpanzees.

Influenza has also undergone significant evolutionary change
over the past century, but in a different way than HIV.

The Influenza Virus Genome Consists of Eight Separate Pieces of RNA.
N
H

Neumann et al.,
Nature 459: 931 (2009)

If two different influenza viruses enter the same cell, “reassortment” might produce a new virus
containing RNA from both parental viruses.

Emergence of pandemic influenza viruses during the 20’th century

Neumann et al.,
Nature 459: 931 (2009)

History of human and swine influenza lineages: 1918-2010, including H1N1 2009.

Zimmer and Burke, NEJM 2009, http://h1n1.nejm.org/

Clonal Interference in the
Evolution of Influenza

Figure 3

Influenza evolves by recurrent
selective sweeps.

ABSTRACT
The seasonal influenza A virus undergoes rapid evolution to
escape human immune response. Adaptive changes occur
primarily in antigenic epitopes, the antibody-binding domains
of the viral hemagglutinin. This process involves recurrent
selective sweeps, in which clusters of simultaneous
nucleotide fixations in the hemagglutinin coding sequence
are observed about every 4 years. Here, we show that
influenza A (H3N2) evolves by strong clonal interference.
This mode of evolution is a race between viral strains with
different beneficial mutations. Clonal interference explains
and quantifies the observed sweep pattern: we find an
average of at least one strongly beneficial amino acid
substitution per year, and a given selective sweep has three
to four driving mutations on average. The inference of
selection and clonal interference is based on frequency time
series of single-nucleotide polymorphisms, which are
obtained from a sample of influenza genome sequences over
39 years. Our results imply that mode and speed of influenza
evolution are governed not only by positive selection within,
but also by background selection outside antigenic epitopes:
immune adaptation and conservation of other viral functions
interfere with each other. Hence, adapting viral proteins are
predicted to be particularly brittle.
Strelkowa N , and Lässig M., Genetics, October 2012;192:671-682
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